Starlog is a temporal logic programminglanguage that supports declarative speci cation of reactive systems, input-output behaviour and destructive updates. This paper presents an operational semantics for Starlog. Its correctness and completeness with respect to a model semantics are proved. c Springer-Verlag
Introduction
Starlog is a temporal logic programming (TLP for short) language. It evolved from such applications as simulation 9] and deductive databases 28]. These applications require temporal relationships between objects to be speci ed in a precise and direct manner. It is this requirement which dictates the design and implementation of Starlog.
While Starlog is similar in many ways to deductive databases it is intended as a full general programming language. This means in particular that two assumptions of deductive databases are untrue. The rst is that the logic program can be nitely strati ed on the predicate names. This is replaced by a more general ordering using integer timestamps and predicate names. The second assumption that is violated is the Datalog assumption that terms can only be of some nite depth. Starlog allows both unbounded terms and constraints. This paper is intended to provide a precise operational semantics for such a general bottom-up logic programming language.
Starlog uses the syntax of the constraint logic programs (CLP hereafter) 21]. Starlog is a CLP language with arithmetic constraints over integers and equality/disequality constraints over terms. This is di erent from other TLP languages that are based on a particular temporal logic 1, 2, 4, 14, 32, 47] . Unlike other CLP languages such as CLP(R) 22] and BNR Prolog 33] , Starlog programs are executed bottom-up. This is suitable for its intended applications which often use the speci cation of a real world system to construct a temporal model of the system.
Over the past decade, a working prototype implementation of Starlog has been developed and challenging applications have been written in Starlog. This paper provides Starlog with a formal operational semantics. Its purpose is two fold. Firstly, while the present implementation works experimentally, it is important that the implementation be veri ed with respect to a formal semantics. Secondly, the present implementation is rather ine cient. To improve its eciency, it is necessary to perform various semantic based program analyses, for which a formal operational semantics is a necessity. This paper presents an operational semantics for Starlog. Its correctness and completeness with respect to its model semantics are given. The operational semantics is a bottom-up execution mechanism which deals with negative literals in the same way as positive ones.
As programs in TLP languages such as Templog 1], Tokio 2], Temporal Prolog 14], Tempura 32] and Chronology 47] can be translated into CLP programs 7, 34], our operational semantics o ers a bottom-up execution mechanism for these TLP languages which use extensions of the SLD resolution as operational semantics.
Temporality is expressed in Starlog by explicitly timing truth. The operational semantics works on the class of Starlog programs that can be strati ed in terms of time and predicate symbols. It generates in time order those facts whose ground instances are in the model semantics of the program. It repeatedly generates a fact using the program and transforms the program. Time-orderedness and strati cation guarantee the correctness and the completeness of the operational semantics. Time-orderedness is essential in temporal applications such as simulation.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a subset of Starlog. The subset is the core of Starlog and is chosen to simplify the presentation of the paper. Section 3 introduces the notion of temporally strati ed Starlog programs and de nes its model semantics, and section 4 presents the operational semantics and gives its correctness and completeness. Section 5 concludes the paper and compares our operational semantics with related work. We assume that the reader is familiar with the terminology of constraint logic programming 21].
Starlog Language
Starlog was developed for speci cation and implementation of applications which require temporal reasoning. Starlog doesn't directly support temporal operators. However, most temporal operators can be programmed in Starlog as indicated in 7] . Moreover, Starlog allows more explicit temporal relationships to be expressed directly.
As a CLP language, Starlog can adopt any model semantics developed for the CLP scheme. This paper de nes the model semantics of Starlog based on the stable model semantics 17]. Unlike other CLP languages such as 22, 10, 12, 11, 30, 5, 46] , Starlog uses an explicit parameter for time. This can be thought of putting timestamps on truth values.
Syntax
Terms and constraints are formed as in other CLP(X) languages. Constraints consist of arithmetic constraints over integers and equality/disequality constraints over terms. We will use D to denote the underlying domain structure which interprets arithmetic constraints over integers and equality/disequality constraints over terms in the usual way 6, 8] . There is no complete constraint solver for arbitrary integer arithmetic constraints. However, there are powerful decidable subsets of integer arithmetic constraints 27, 31, 19, 39, 20, 44, 41, 18] . This paper focuses on decidable subsets of integer arithmetic constraints and assumes that D is satisfaction complete. The assumption, which can be relaxed, helps us to separate the issue of the completeness of the constraint solver from that of the completeness of the operational semantics itself. Substituting a decidable domain of integer arithmetic constraints for D will result in a particular instance of Starlog. An atom is de ned to be of the form p(s 1 ; ; s n )@t where t, called the timestamp, is a term consisting of variables, integers and arithmetic operators while each s i is an arbitrary term. A literal is either an atom or negation of an atom. A clause is of the form h ; L where is a constraint, h an atom and L a conjunction of literals. A Starlog program is a nite set of clauses. A clause without any body literal but possibly including constraints is called a fact while other clauses are called rules.
Causality
Causality is natural in temporal reasoning and is also a useful assumption which simpli es Starlog programming. Some other TLP languages also assume the causality of programs 4]. Causality means that no truth in the past is de ned in terms of truth in the future. Thus, the following clause fails in Starlog.
retrospective_reasoning@T :-T=S-1000, current_finding@S.
Formally, a clause is causal if, in any D-model of the clause, the timestamp of its head is no less than the timestamp of any literal in its body. Starlog implicitly adds causality constraints to program clauses.
Examples
Time in Starlog is discrete and positive. The following program de nes a predicate even that is true at even time points and thus generates even numbers. The following program generates prime numbers as a time sequence using the predicate prime. It also generates non-prime numbers by predicate mult. T >= 2, T = J K, K >= J and J >= 2 are constraints over integers.
% prime numbers program.
prime@T :-T>=2, not(mult@T). mult@T :-T=J*K, K>=J, J>=2, prime@J.
Normalised Programs
In the sequel, we shall only be concerned with normalised programs. A normalised program is a set of normalised clauses. A clause is normalised if its head and every atom occurring in its body are of the form p(X 1 ; ; X n )@T where X 1 ; ; X n and T are di erent variables. It is obvious that corresponding to each program, there is a semantically equivalent normalised program. The causality constraints implicit in a normalised Starlog program can be easily added. 
Notations

Strati cation and Model Semantics
This section de nes the class of temporally strati ed programs and their model semantics, and lays the technical ground for the operational semantics of temporally strati ed programs including negation.
Temporally Strati ed Programs
Strati cation has been a useful notion in formulating the semantics of logic programs with negation 3, 15, 38, 37]. The idea of strati cation is to disallow recursion through negation. In other words, strati cation makes it impossible for a predicate to recursively invoke itself through negation. This is guaranteed by requiring that any predicate symbol occurring negatively in the body of a clause belongs to a lower stratum than the head predicate symbol and any predicate symbol occurring positively in the body belongs to a stratum no higher than the head predicate symbol.
The timestamps in Starlog programs relax the above condition for stratication in that recursion through negation is allowed provided it is through decreasing timestamps. Let Q be the set of the predicate symbols in P and Nat be the set of natural numbers. Let strat be a function from Q to Nat. We extend strat as follows. strat(p(s)) def = strat(p) and strat((h ; L)) def = strat(h).
De nition1. A program P is temporally strati ed if there is a function strat : Q 7 ! Nat such that, for every rule h@T ;^j 2J a j @S j ;^k 2K not(a k @S k ) in P , for every j 2 J, either D j= ( ! (T > S j )) or strat(a j ) strat(h), and for every k 2 K, either D j= ( ! (T > S k )) or strat(a k ) < strat(h).
The above de nition augments the traditional predicate strati cation in the literature with time strati cation. Procedure calls are primarily strati ed on timestamps and secondarily on predicate symbols. It ensures that recursive calls through negation in a temporally strati ed program involve time decrements. Under the assumption that D is satisfaction complete, temporal strati ability is decidable. An algorithm for nding a predicate strati cation function strat for a logic program in the literature, such as that in 45] (page 134), can be readily adapted for Starlog.
Model Semantics
We rst recall the stable model semantics for logic programs 17] and then de ne model semantics of temporally strati ed Starlog programs. Let G be a logic program consisting of a set of ground clauses and M be a set of ground atoms. Then the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation is de ned as follows. A set M of atoms is a stable model of G if M is the least model of GL(G; M). If G is locally strati ed then G has a unique stable model which is also the least model of G. For locally strati ed programs, the stable model semantics coincides with the perfect model semantics 36, 35] 
Approximate Success Time
Let P be the current program. A key step in the operational semantics is to determine the minimum timestamp that an atom in CM(P) has. Because of negation, the minimum timestamp can not be determined by the facts in P alone. Rules have to be taken into account. For example, the prime numbers program doesn't contain any fact and yet prime@T T 2; T < 4 is in its model semantics.
As we require the operational semantics to generate facts in time order, we naturally expect that such a fact be generated from a clause that has the smallest success time where the success time m C of a clause C is de ned as follows. Let C be h@T ; L. Then
m C is not computable but serves as a useful reference. The operational semantics uses a conservative approximationm C to m C to choose a program clause from which the next fact is generated. m C def = minft j sat( ^(T = t))ĝ m C is a conservative approximation to m C in thatm C never exceeds m C .m C is determined by C alone. This is in contrast to m C which also depends on other clauses in P .m C is computable as D is satisfaction complete. If C is a fact thenm C = m C . We de ne approximate success time for a set of clauses as the minimum of the approximate success times of the clauses in the set.
Extracting Facts from Negative Rules
Time-orderedness requires that each time a fact is generated it has the smallest success time. If the smallest approximate success time of the program happens to be that of a fact in the program then the situation is simple. It is also the smallest success time of any fact in the model semantics of the program.
The situation becomes more complicated when the approximate success time of a rule is smaller than those of the facts in the program. In this case, there is a possibility that facts with success times smaller than those of the facts in the program can be generated by rules in the program, as shown later. We will develop a method to extract such facts from the program. The method is based on a few properties of temporally strati ed programs that are detailed below. The following lemma states that if the success time of a fact in the model semantics of the program is smaller than those of the facts in the program then a negative rule in the program derives the fact.
Lemma 2. Let P be a program and a@t be a ground atom such that a@t 2 CM(P) and t <m P f . Then there are a negative rule C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k )) and a valuation such that D j= ( ), (a k ) 6 2 CM(P) and (T) t. Proof. By contradiction. Assume there were no negative rule C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k )) and valuation such that D j= ( ), (a k ) 6 2 CM(P) and (T) t. Then, t 0 > t for each fact h 0 @t 0 in GL( P ] D ; CM(P)). By the causality requirement, a@t 6 2 CM(P) as CM(P) is the least Herbrand model of GL( P ] D ; CM(P)). 2 According to lemma 2, if all negative rules have an approximate time no less thanm P f then the success time of the next fact to generate ism P f .
Whenm P f >m P ?, a fact can be extracted from a negative rule, as is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let P be a program such thatm P f >m P ? and C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )) be a negative rule in P such thatm C =m P ? and strat(C) strat(C 0 ) for any other negative rule C 0 in P withm C 0 =m C .
Then h@T
Proof. First consider the simple case where C is the only one negative rule whose approximate success time is equal tom P ?. Let be an arbitrary valuation such that D j= ( ^(T =m P ?)). The temporal strati cation and causality requirements ensure that for each k 2 K, either (a) (S k ) <m P ? or (b) ( (S k ) = m P ?)^(strat(a k ) < strat(h)). In the case (a), (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) by lemma 2. In the case (b), we also have (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) as shown in the following. We have Pred(a k ) 6 = Pred(h) where Pred(a) is the predicate symbol of the atom a. If Pred(a k ) is not de ned by any positive rule then every clause for Pred(a k ) has an approximate success time greater thanm P ? because C is the only negative rule whose approximate success time is equal tom P ?. This implies (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P). Now suppose that Pred(a k ) be de ned by a positive rule a k @S 0 ; L. Either L contains a positive call to a predicate q other than Pred(h), implying (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) because the approximate success time of any negative rule for q is greater thanm P ?, or every positive literal in L is a call to Pred(h), also implying (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) because such a call must involve a time decrement to satisfy the temporal strati cation requirement. Thus, (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) in the case (b). So, (D j= ( ^(T =m P ?))) ! (a k @S k ) 6 2 CM(P) for any valuation , which implies h@T ^(T =m P ?)] D GL( P ] D ; CM(P)). Now suppose that there be more than one negative rules whose approximate success times equalm P ?. Each such a clause de nes a predicate in a stratum. Consider a negative rule C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )) that has the lowest stratum among these negative rules. The same reasoning as in the above paragraph leads to h@T ^(T =m P ?)] D GL( P ] D ; CM(P)). The lemma follows because CM(P) is a model of GL( P ] D ; CM(P)). 2 
Operational Semantics
This section presents an operational semantics for temporally strati ed programs.
Let P be the program. The operational semantics enumerates a representation of CM(P) in time order. It repeatedly generates a fact f and then uses f to transform the current program P into a new program P 0 . The transformation is done in such a way that any ground fact in CM(P) is either a ground instance of f or in CM(P 0 ), and that any fact in CM(P 0 ) is also in CM(P). The operational semantics keeps track of a timer. The timer records the minimum timestamp that the next fact to generate could have. The operational semantics ensures that all the facts with a timestamp smaller than the timer and in the model semantics of the original program has been generated and that all other facts in the model semantics of the original program are in the model semantics of the current program.
As the operational semantics discards generated facts, a newly generated fact must be propagated through each rule that matches the fact. The propagation results in several clauses which replace the rule through which the fact is propagated. Let C = (h@T ;^j 2J a j @S j ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )) be a rule in P r , f = (h 0 0 ) be the generated fact, and t be the value of the timer when f is generated. Then C is replaced by a set of clauses obtained by (1) replacing each a l @S l in the body of C with (a l @S l^( S l t)_(a l @S l = l (h 0 )^ l ( 0 ))) where l is a renaming substitution, (2) converting the resulting body into its disjunctive normal form and throwing away conjuncts with unsatis able constraints, and (3) for each remaining conjunct, producing a clause with h@T as its head and the conjunct as its body. The de nition of prop(C; f; t) doesn't distinguish atoms that match with the generated fact from those that do not. If a l @S l doesn't match with h 0 then (a l @S l^( S l t)_(a l @S l = l (h 0 ))^ l ( 0 ) is equivalent to a l @S l^( S l t) and the e ect is to strengthen the constraint part of C.
Let a be an atom. We de ne a;P as the minimum of the approximate success times of the clauses in P whose heads have the same predicate symbol as a.
Algorithm 4 Given a temporally strati ed program P and its predicate stratication function strat, the algorithm enumerates in time order a representation of CM(P ((S k < ak;P )_((S k ak;P )^not(a k @S k )))). (Ic) If t 6 =m P f then P := P fh @T ; (T = t)g, assuming that C = (h@T ; L) is a negative rule in P such thatm C = t and strat(C) strat(C 0 ) for any other negative rule C 0 in P withm C 0 = t.
(II) Choose a fact f = (h 0 @T 0 0 ) from P f such that sat((T 0 = t)^ 0 ). (III) P := P f n ff g S C2P r prop(C; f; t) 2 We sometimes write step (Ib) as P := extr t(P) with extr t(P)
extr t(C; P ). We also write step (Ic) as P := extr p(P; t). De ne extr(P; t) def = extr p(extr t(P); t). Given a program P and a predicate strati cation function strat that can be obtained by a strati cation algorithm 45] (page 134), the operational semantics rst initialises the timer to 0 and removes the clauses with unsatis able body constraints and then repeatedly generates a fact and transforming the current program into a new program as follows.
Step (Ia) sets the timer to the minimum time at which the body constraint of any fact contained in CM(P) can be satis ed. The minimum time is determined by P f and P ? according to lemmas 2 and 3 and is no less than the previous value of the timer.
Step (Ib) extracts positive information from negative rules in P ? using time strati cation as follows. Each negative literal not(a@S) in a negative rule is replaced by S < a;P _ (S a;P )^not(a@S) Each such rule is then normalised, resulting in a set of clauses which replace the original negative rule.
Step (Ic) extracts a fact from a negative rule using predicate symbol strati cation. It ensures that there is always a fact to choose in step (II).
Step (II) generates a fact f. Through invocation of prop(C; f; t), step (III) replaces an atom a l @S l with (a l @S l^( S l t) _ a l @S l = l (h 0 )^ l ( 0 )]). The rst disjunct allows the further solution to a l @S l to be considered while the second propagates its solution provided by f.
The operational semantics is indeterministic. There might be several facts that can be extracted from negative rules in the current program at step (Ic). There might also a number of facts whose success time is equal to the current value of the timer. The operational semantics indeterministically chooses one at these steps. The program is temporally strati ed. The con guration after initialisation is illustrated in Figure 1(a) .
As there is no positive literal in the body of either clause. P r = P ? throughout the execution of the program. The rst iteration is as follows. The approximate success time of P ? P f is 0. So, t = 0 after step (Ia). In step (Ib), the goal not(even@S) in the only rule in P ? is replaced by (S < 0) _ (S >= 0)^not(even@S). Normalising the resulting clause gives rise to two clauses: (a) Step (Ic) doesn't change the con guration.
Step (II) selects (c) from P f .
Step (III) removes (c) and propagates it through (b), resulting in the following rules even@T :-T=S+1,S>=0,S<>0, S<0. even@T :-T=S+1,S>=0,S<>0, S>=0, not(even@S).
The rst clause is discarded as its body constraint is unsatis able. The con guration after the rst iteration is illustrated in gure 1(b). Now consider the second iteration. P f is empty while P ? contains one rule. 2 is the approximate success time of P ? . So, t = 2 after step (Ia).
Step (Ib) extracts from the rule the following two clauses: (d) even@T :-T=S+1,S>=0,S<>0,S<2.
and (e) even@T :-T=S+1,S>=2,not(even@S).
(d) and (e) replace the original rule.
Step (Ic) doesn't change the con guration.
Step (II) generates (d). In step (III), (d) is removed and propagated through (e), giving rise to the following clauses even@T :-T=S+1,S>=2,S<>2,S<2. even@T :-T=S+1,S>=2,S<>2,S>=2, not(even@S).
The rst clause is discarded and the second replaces (e). The con guration after the second iteration is illustrated in gure 1(c). 2 We now present the correctness and the completeness of the operational semantics. It is obvious that the timestamps of generated facts are in ascending order. In the sequel, we will denote the original program by P , the current context after the i th iteration by (t i ; P i ) and the generated fact during the i th iteration by f i . Thus, the sequence of con gurations obtained during the execution of P is (t 0 ; P 0 ); ; (t i ; P i ); where (t 0 ; P 0 ) is the initial con guration and the sequence of generated facts are f 1 ; ; f i ; . Note that t i+1 and f i+1 are determined by (t i ; P i ).
The following lemma shows that the model semantics of the current program can only contain ground facts whose timestamps are no less than the minimum time at which the body constraint of a clause is satis able. The following lemma shows that steps (Ib) and (Ic) preserve the meaning of the program. Lemma 6. CM(P i ) = CM(extr(P i ; t i+1 )).
Proof. Let Q = extr t(P i ) and R = extr p(Q; t i+1 ). We rst prove CM(P i ) = CM(Q) by showing GL( extr t(C; P i )] D ; CM(P i )) = GL( C] D ; CM(P i )) for each C 2 P ? i . Let C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )). ( ) Let (h@T ) 2 GL( extr t(C; P i )] D ; CM(P i )). Then extr t(C; P i ) contains a C 0 = (h@T ;^k 2K b k ) such that D j= ( ) and CM(P i ) j= D b k . b k is either S k < ak;Pi or (S k ak;Pi )^not(a k @S k ). It can be shown that (a k @S k ) 6 It remains to prove CM(Q) = CM(R)). t i+1 =m (Q f Q ? ) because, for any C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )) in P i , there is C 0 in Q such that m C 0 =m C where C 0 = (h@T ;^k 2K b k ) with b k being S k < ak ;Pi if D j= ( ; (S k < ak;Pi )) and b k being (S k ak ;Pi )^not(a k @S k ) otherwise. If t i+1 =m Q f then R = Q and hence CM(Q) = CM(R). Otherwise, Q contains a C = (h@T ;^k 2K not(a k @S k )) such thatm C = t i+1 , strat(C) strat(C 00 ) for any other negative rule C 00 in Q withm C 00 = t i+1 , and R = Q fh @T ^(T = t i+1 )g. By lemma 3, we have h@T ^(T = t i+1 )] D CM(Q) and (D j= ( ^(T = t i+1 ))) ! (a k @S k ) 6 ;^j 2J a j @S j ;^k 2K not(a k @S k ) and f i+1 be h 0 0 . Then prop(C; f i+1 ; t i+1 ) is h@T ;^j 2J b j ;^k 2K not(b k ) where b l = a l @S l^( S l t i+1 )_((a l @S l = l (h 0 ))^ l ( 0 )). Let be any valuation such that D j= ( ), (iii) W j= (a j @S j ) for j 2 J and (iv) W 6 j= (a k @S k ) for k 2 K. (iii) implies CM(P i+1 ) j= D (b j ) for otherwise, (a j @S j ) 6 2 CM(P i+1 ), (a j @S j ) 6 2 f i+1 ] D and hence (a j @S j ) 6 
contradicting (a k @S k ) 6 The following theorem establishes the correctness of the operational semantics, that is, every generated fact is contained in the model semantics of the program.
Theorem8. f i ] D CM(P) for each i > 0. Proof. We have CM(P) = ff 1 ; ; f i g] D CM(P i+1 ) by repeatedly applying lemma 7. So, f i ] D CM(P) for each i > 0.
2
The following theorem states that the operational semantics is complete in the sense that any ground atom in the model semantics of the original program is a ground instance of a generated fact or in the model semantics of the current program and that any ground atom in the model semantics of the original program with a timestamp smaller than the current value of the timer is a ground instance of a generated fact.
Theorem9. Let 
Conclusion and Discussion
We have presented a bottom-up operational semantics for temporally strati ed Starlog programs. Its correctness and completeness with respect to its model semantics are given. For simplicity, we have assumed that every atom is timestamped. The operational semantics can be easily modi ed to cope with untimestamped literals by applying only predicate symbol strati cation to untimestamped literals. The operational semantics strictly generalises the previous work on bottomup execution of CLP programs. There has been little e ort on bottom-up execution of CLP programs and bottom-up execution of CLP programs has only been proposed for constraint deductive databases 25, 23] . These proposals do not deal with negation. Upon generating a fact, our operational semantics propagates it through rules in the current program resulting in a new program. This removes the need for maintaining a list of generated facts and the need for garbage collecting useless facts in the list.
Bottom-up execution has been proposed for general logic programs. Among others, Fages 13 ], Teusink 43 ], Kemp etc. 24] , and Sacca and Zaniolo 40] proposed xpoint operators for computing stable and well-founded models of general logic programs. A major problem with applying these operator to Starlog programs is that none of these operators ensure the time-orderedness of generated facts which is essential in temporal applications such as simulation. Furthermore, a fact in a stable model of a general logic program can be generated by operators in 13, 43, 40] only after the model has been fully constructed. This is because a fact added to a model under construction may have to be withdrawn from the model later in order to resolve an inconsistency in the model. A second major problem is that these operators do not deal with constraints. Though our model semantics is based on the stable semantics of ground general logic programs, our operational semantics deals with Starlog programs directly instead of the corresponding ground general logic program. This is necessary because the ground general logic program corresponding to a Starlog program is usually in nite. This is in contrast with deductive databases for which the operators in 40 Xiao et. al propose a bottom-up algorithm for executing Starlog programs without rigorous proof of its correctness and completeness 49]. Xiao's algorithm also generates facts in time order and uses causality to deal with negation. However, its correctness and completeness with respect to a model semantics are not addressed. Our operational semantics works on constraint programs while Xiao's doesn't.
The operational semantics of Starlog presented in this paper is abstract. We have so far not considered the issue of termination for a number of reasons. Termination is undecidable, and there is no operational semantics which will terminate on all programs. Also, we observe that techniques for improving the termination of bottom-up evaluation of logic programs can be easily incorporated into our operational semantics without a ecting its correctness and completeness.
The following is an example that illustrates the need for subsumption tests 25, 23, 42, 29] . Consider the following program. It is obvious that the meaning of this program is the singleton set consisting of the fact p(X)@T :-T=0, X=a.
It is easy to verify that each iteration of the operational semantics will generate the above fact and leave the program unchanged. That is, the program does not terminate. Simple checking for duplicate solutions will solve this case but in general more powerful subsumption tests are necessary 29]. This raises complex issues of the tradeo between computational e ciency and the set of programs on which the operational semantics will terminate. Generated Facts:
even@T :-T=0.
(c) Con guration after 2nd iteration:
Timer: t = 2
Current Program:
even@T :-T=S+1,S>=2,S<>2, not(even@S).
Generated Facts:
even@T :-T=0. even@T :-T=2. 
